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The speed is not fast and the breeze blows on my face. The setting sun shone golden
on the river. Zhang Fan is brewing how to speak, "are you busy? No, it's nothing. Are
you full? A little two, is your mother ready? I've already asked this. "

"You started to have surgery in other hospitals two years after graduation. It seems that
you used to be a Xueba." Shaohua waited for a long time. Zhang Fan just didn't speak.
The atmosphere in the car was a little embarrassed. She spoke first.

As for this school bully, Zhang Fan is too thick skinned to recognize it. He used to be
busy earning tuition fees and barely managed to get through his study. If he was at the
current level, he would be a school bully, but Shaohua asked about the past“ No, I
went to Qingniao city to study for half a year when I was in the county hospital. The
hospital there is large, there are many people and there are many opportunities to
practice. "

"Oh, is the bluebird beautiful? I haven't been there yet. " Shaohua looked at the tea
vegetable river outside the window. Zhang Fan looked sideways. The afterglow of the
sunset shone on Shaohua's face, a faint halo“ Beautiful, really beautiful. "

Shaohua turned his head and looked at Zhang Fan. Zhang Fan was a little embarrassed.
He quickly turned back and faced the front, and hurriedly said, "but the sea over there
is not very blue. It may be because the Yellow River enters the sea. It is not blue at all.
Thank you today. " Finally said what I wanted to say.

"No. Do you often go out for surgery? Are you particularly busy? "

"No, even occasionally, I'm not very busy. Sometimes it's urgent, and the patient can't
make an appointment to predict when he is ill. He can make an appointment at any
time. " Zhang Fan drove slowly along Binhe Avenue.

"How did you come to frontier province. Where is your hometown? "

"Ah! When the university expanded its enrollment, there were too many
undergraduates, and the local government could not accept two or three times more
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students. The University contacted a Western support, and we came. My home is in a
small county in Jiangsu Province. "

"How long haven't you been home? Not ready to transfer back? "

"It's been two years. I'm going home in May. My sister is going to take the college
entrance examination. I'm going to have a look, otherwise I'm not at ease. The
establishment of the hospital does not belong to civil servants and can not be
transferred. And I'm not ready to leave. "

"And after that?"

"Later? Maybe when you arrive at the attending hospital, you will go to see a large
hospital for more advanced treatment. Who said so! " Zhang Fan feels a little sad that
he can't go now even if he wants to go. His sister is going to college. The income here
is good.

"Do you think this place is too small? A little unwilling? In fact, I like it here. There
are not many people here. There are four distinct seasons and there is little pressure.
After work, I can do something I like to do. Unlike in big cities, people are busy every
day. Although they make a lot of money, they live very depressed. "

"This is really a good place. When I first graduated, I was a little unwilling. I had to
buy a job in a good place even if I paid so many tuition fees. But after two years, I
found that there was no mistake in my original choice. However, people can't be too
comfortable when they are young. Their parents are gradually aging and have children
in a few years. No matter where you are, pressure will come uninvited. Moreover, the
conditions in my family are not very good. My parents are laid-off workers. Now my
sister wants to go to college again. She studies very well. "

Shao Hua, who had been looking out of the window, suddenly turned his head, faced
Zhang Fan for the first time and said, "I can't see it. You think far enough. Listen to Jia
SuYue, you are very popular in the hospital, aren't you. And you don't look like a
successful person with a car and a house! " Girls of the same age, both physically and
mentally, are generally more mature than boys.

To understand is not only to understand a person's superficial things, but also to
understand his thoughts and his world outlook. Shao Hua is slowly mastering Zhang
Fan's world outlook from chat. People should look forward to the long term. Zhang
Fan has a car and bought a house. It seems that he has a lot of money at home.
Shaohua subconsciously takes precautions against Zhang Fan.



They are all adults. It's not that it's bad to have money at home, but the more money at
home, the more choices you can have. Maybe it's a whim. Everyone is not young.
They are too old to make decisions rashly.

"Hehe! Not really. I treated a real estate boss several times. She felt very effective. The
car and house are the treatment expenses, but I have a loan for the house, you know.
And my family's conditions are really average. I almost didn't come up with the
college tuition for the last year. " Zhang Fan told the truth.

"Your treatment fee is really expensive. Do you think you give less after seeing my
mother and confiscating the treatment fee? My parents are farm workers. I have only
worked for two years, that is, I am a small staff. They are ordinary people, but I don't
have a house and car for you." Then Shaohua stared at Zhang Fan.

"How can I? How can I charge my aunt?" Money will not be collected, because Zhang
Fan's plan is very big!

"Go back. It's late. You've been tired all day. You have to rest early and go to work
tomorrow." Shao Hua is ready to return home when his goal is achieved. This is the
performance of tutoring and reserve.

"All right." As soon as Zhang Fan saw Shaohua and said with certainty, he turned
around and returned. When he came to Shaohua's house, Zhang Fan said with a pinch:
"well, can we still communicate?" On the way back, Zhang fancai thought about it.
Shaohua had been trying to find out for a long time! Now that I feel it, it's time for a
showdown.

"Have you made up your mind?" Shaohua smiled at Zhang Fan and said, "do you
know me? You'd better ask me when you're ready and sure. Now you are just
impulsive. "

When he got home and got off, Shaohua stood by the roadside and watched Zhang Fan
leave“ Why didn't I think about it? Why am I impulsive! ~ " In the car, Zhang Fan
talked to himself. On maturity, Shao Hua is really more mature and rational than
Zhang Fan.

Back to the dormitory, Zhang Fan quickly took out the phone and called Shaohua to
send a message: "I'm in the dormitory." When Zhang Fan left, Shaohua asked him to
send a message when he arrived.

After a short time, Shao Hua's text message arrived: "that's good. Take a break. The
waterfall is fast and high, but it doesn't last long. I'm not in a hurry. Wait until you
really think about it. Don't reply. Have a good rest. Good night. "



Without a word all night, Zhang Fan lay in bed and was brought to sleep by fatigue
before he thought much. Get up early and run regularly. After arriving at the
Department, he told director Chen that a hip replacement operation came this month.
With the help of Zhang Fan, Chen Qi finally made one. Now he is more and more
polite to Zhang Fan.

Yesterday, Wang Yanan robbed a patient with clavicle fracture from Yuan Tao. Yuan
Tao inquired about Wang Yanan from the side. After knowing her situation, he didn't
care about her at all. This clavicle is an oblique fracture. Just put on a steel plate. It's
very simple. She wants to make the main knife herself.
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